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Preface
Is rare to ﬁnd a scientist who is witty, colorful, compassionate, and at the
same time technically astute, widely experienced, and truth seeking. Such
is Professor Gary Lindstrom, whose retirement this FestSchrift marks. To
celebrate 30 years of Gary’s glorious service, many of his current and former
faculty colleagues, current and former students, friends, and last but not least
spouse Sandy Lindstrom and pooch Margaux got together on May 5, 2007 at
the University of Utah Guest House.
The speakers on the occasion of Gary’s retirement were: Professor Martin
Berzins (Director of the School of Computing, University of Utah), Robert
Keller (Csilla and Walt Foley Professor of Computer Science, Harvey Mudd
College, Claremont), Richard B. Kieburtz (Professor Emeritus, CSE Depart-
ment, OGI, Portland), Gilad Bracha (Cadence Design Systems, San Jose),
Uday S. Reddy (University of Birmingham, U.K.), Lal George (Network Speed
Inc., New Jersey), Venkatesh Akella (Professor, ECE, UC Davis, Davis), Paul
Hudak (Professor of Computer Science, Yale University, New Haven), and Al
Davis (Professor, School of Computing, University of Utah, Salt Lake City).
The day’s technical program was held between 9am and 5pm. Following
that, a traditional “Gary Roast” speech was given by Al Davis. The social
events including dinner, and music by the Buckle Busters band in which Dr.
Pete Tinker (Utah alum) and Professor Erik Brunvand displayed their talents.
A commemorative video produced by Professor Ellen Riloﬀ and Mr. Chris
Coleman evoked warm memories, both recent and old.
This FestSchrift includes the following articles:
(i) “Blues for Gary: Design Abstractions for a Jazz Improvisation Assis-
tant,” by Robert Keller, Martin Hunt, Stephen Jones, David Morrison,
and Aaron Wolin;
(ii) “Strength Induction in a Haskell Program Veriﬁer,” by Richard Kieburtz;
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(iii) “Executable Grammars in Newspeak,” by Gilad Bracha,
(iv) “Plugging a Space Leak with an Arrow,” by Hai Liu and Paul Hudak,
and
(v) “Formal Methods for MPI Programs,” by Ganesh Gopalakrishnan and
Robert M. Kirby.
We hope you enjoy these articles and fondly reminisce over Emeritus Professor
Gary Lindstrom’s great career as a regular member of our faculty. Have a
happy retirement, Gary and Sandy! We look forward to many more decades
of professional and social interactions.
We are grateful for the funding that the event received from the School of
Computing, University of Utah, and Professor Jay Lepreau’s research group.
On behalf of the participants at GaryFest
Ganesh Gopalakrishnan
Salt Lake City, UT
May 5, 2007
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